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Abstract

Introduction:Diagnosis of Alzheimer’s disease (AD) based on amyloid beta (A), patho-

logic tau (T), and neurodegeneration (N) biomarkers in peripheral fluids promises to

accelerate clinical trials and intercept disease earlier.

Methods:Qualification of a Simoa plasmap217+tau assaywas performed, followedby

clinical utility evaluation in a cohort of 227 subjects with broad A and T spectrum.

Results: The p217+tau plasma assay was accurate, precise, dilution linear, and highly

sensitive. Allmeasured sampleswerewithin linear range of the assay, presented higher

concentration in AD versus healthy controls (P< .0001), and plasma and cerebrospinal

fluid levels correlated (r2 = 0.35). The plasma p217+tau resultswere predictive of cen-

tral T and A status (area under the curve = 0.90 and 0.90, respectively) with low false

+/– rates.

Discussion: The assay described here exhibits good technical performance and shows

potential as a highly accurate peripheral biomarker for A or T status in AD and cogni-

tively normal subjects.
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1 INTRODUCTION

More than five million people in the United States are living with

Alzheimer’s disease (AD), and thenumber is growingwith an aging pop-

ulation. Indeed, 10% of people over age 65 have AD, and it is the fifth

leading causeof death in this population.1,2 Overall AD is the sixth lead-

ing cause of death in theUnited States (one in three seniors diewithAD

or another dementia), and it is estimated to have cost theUnited States

$305 billion in 2020.3 Early and accurate diagnosis and staging are

deemed critical tomanaging, andpossibly treating, AD symptoms. Clin-

ical trials of potential disease-modifying therapeutics areoften focused
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on identifying subjects prior toovert symptoms. Identifying and staging

these pre-symptomatic subjects with high accuracy is currently one of

themost challenging aspects of AD trials.

Numerous biochemical changes can be detected up to 20 years

before onset of symptoms of AD, which has led to the ATN research

framework for diagnosing and staging AD based on amyloid (A), tau

(T), and neurodegeneration (N) measurements.4 Tau positron emis-

sion tomography (PET) has emerged as the gold standard for measur-

ing tau neurofibrillary tangle (NFT) pathology in patients,5–7 and the

US Food and Drug Administration recently approved Tauvid (flortau-

cipir F18) for this purpose. However, tau PET is expensive and global
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manufacturing of the radiotracers is challenging. Cerebrospinal fluid

(CSF) phosphorylated tau (p-tau), and neurofilament light chain (NfL)

are commonly used biomarkers for T andN, respectively, and theymay

complement tau PET and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI).8,9 How-

ever, these tests require lumbar punctures, which complicates testing.

Less invasive and expensive measures for ATN promise to dramat-

ically increase screening and staging of AD and as such many reports

of blood-based amyloid, tau, and NfL assays have been reported, with

varying levels of clinical relevance. It is often unclear which particular

form of amyloid, tau, or NfL is the best analyte in blood and a logical

approach is to apply lessons learned fromCSF, and then explore plasma

or serum assays targeting this form of the analyte.

Tau has > 30 potential phosphorylation sites, and it is not clear

which epitope might be the most reflective of disease stage.10 The

most commonly used form is p181tau, perhaps due to its relatively

high abundance, yet current assays show only a modest dynamic

range from healthy controls (HC) to AD (3–5x) and do not show

p181tau elevation until some years after amyloid PET levels begin

to increase.11–13 Mass spectrometry (MS)-based methods to scan tau

phosphorylation intensity across the AD spectrum have suggested

other sites may be further upregulated in disease, including phospho-

rylation of threonines 212 and 217.14–17 Enzyme-linked immunosor-

bent assay (ELISA) methods to measure p217tau in CSF have been

recently reported, confirming that this tau species has a larger per-

cent increase in AD than p181tau, may be perturbed earlier in the

disease process, and is particularly specific to AD versus other neu-

rodegenerative conditions.18–20 In particular the CSF p217+tau Simoa

assay, which uses the p217+tau-targeted monoclonal antibody (mAb)

PT3, paired with HT43 mAb (anti-N-terminal tau), is highly sensitive,

precise, accurate, dilution linear, and revealed robust increases in AD

subjects.19

Here we show that our CSF p217+tau assay in its original form is

not suitable for use in plasma, due to substantial matrix interference.

A new assay was thus developed to increase sensitivity and stringency,

followedby technical validation. The newplasmap217+tau assaymea-

sured all samples, HC toAD, in the linear range andwith good precision

and dilution linearity, indicating it is fit for purpose. Interestingly, the

signal is higher in plasma than serum and reveals comparable tau frag-

mentation as in CSF. The plasma p217+tau signal is higher in AD than

HC, correlatesmoderatelywithCSF p217+tau, and predicts CSFAand

T statuswith high accuracy. Thework presented here suggests that the

plasma p217+tau assay is useful for prescreening subjects for AD clini-

cal trials andmay even serve as a peripheral pharmacodynamic marker

assay.

2 MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 Human biosamples

Matching plasma, serum, and CSF samples for pilot studies (Figures 1

and5 [HCsubjects])werepurchased fromPrecisionMed (cohorts 7009

and 8009) with informed consent for use in assay development.

RESEARCH INCONTEXT

1. Systematic review: The authors reviewed the literature

using traditional sources (e.g., PubMed, abstracts, pre-

sentations). The understanding of tau as a biomarker in

Alzheimer’s disease (AD) has progressed rapidly, with

consensus that specific phosphorylated tau (p-tau) forms

may be particularly relevant for AD diagnosis and pro-

gression tracking, and that measures in plasma may be

possible. These relevant citations are appropriately cited.

2. Interpretation: Our findings are consistent with recent

reports that accurate prediction of amyloid and tau status

from plasma is now possible via highly sensitive and strin-

gent probing of p217tau in blood.Our report adds further

understanding of plasma p217’s nature and utility via the

assay’s sensitivity to quantify analyte even in control sub-

jects.

3. Future directions: This novel method for predicting amy-

loid and tau status could one day be used for clinical trial

enrollment and early detection of AD. To enable this, fur-

ther study will focus on comparison to positron emission

tomography, cognitive decline, and AD specificity.

Matching plasma, serum, and CSF samples from 21 mild-to-

moderate dementia subjects for follow-up and development studies

(Figures 2, 4, 5 [AD subjects], and 8A)were obtained from Janssen clin-

ical trial AAB-001-201 (demographics shown in Table S1 in supporting

information) with informed consent for use in study and development

of biomarker assays for AD.

Matching plasma and CSF samples from 227 subjects for the vali-

dation cohort (Figures 7, 8B, 9, and 10) were obtained from Janssen

clinical trials ELN11572301/302 (subjects with mild-to-moderate

dementia) and CHARIOT PRO (REGISTRYALZ0001; cognitively

normal subjects; demographics shown in Table S2 in supporting

information) with informed consent for use in scientific research

to better understand AD or to develop tests for AD. Dementia was

diagnosed in ELN11572391/302 via National Institute of Neurological

and Communicative Disorders and Stroke-Alzheimer’s Disease and

Related Disorders Association clinical criteria with concomitant Mini-

Mental State Examination (MMSE) score of 16 to 26; CSF amyloid beta

(Aβ_42/40 ratio indicates 81% of these subjects were amyloid positive.

The remaining subjects (19%) thus had dementia of unknown cause

(non-AD).21

Matching plasma and CSF samples from 36 subjects for the plasma

extraction and denaturing study (Figure 10) were obtained from Preci-

sionMed (demographics shown in Table S3 in supporting information)

with informed consent for use in assay development.

CSF samples for identifying a CSF p217+tau cutoff for central

T positivity (Figure S1 in supporting information) were obtained

from Janssen clinical trial ELN11572301/302 (demographics shown in
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F IGURE 1 Cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) p217+tau assay fails technical validation in plasma, due to interference and insufficient sensitivity. A
panel of five healthy control (HC) and five Alzheimer’s disease (AD) plasma sample was tested at 1:4 (A) and 1:16 (B) dilution in the CSF p217+tau
“short” assay, revealing most samples were< lower limit of quantitation (LLOQ; average enzyme per bead [AEB]= signal= 0.04). Outlier
high-signal samples at 1:4 dilution were reduced to< LLOQ at 1:16 dilution, indicating lack of dilution linearity. Denaturing plasma via acid/heat
technique also reduced all outlier high signal (C). Immunoprecipitation of plasmawith anti-p217+taumonoclonal antibodies mAb prior to
measurement with CSF 217+tau assay reveals higher sample in all AD samples (D)

F IGURE 2 Three-step p217+tau assay abolishes artifact signal in blood. A, A panel of 96 cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) samples wasmeasured with
two-step p217+tau assay and three-step p217+tau assay, revealing tight correlation (r2= 0.939). B, A panel of 10 serum samples wasmeasured
with two-step and three-step p217+tau assays, revealing outlier high signal in at least four samples in two-step assay but not in the three-step
assay
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Table S4 in supporting information) with informed consent for use in

study and development of biomarker assays for AD.

All CSF samples were from lumbar collections and stored in 0.5 or

2 mL polypropylene tubes at <-70◦C until use. All plasma was from

K2 EDTA collection tubes and was stored in 0.5 or 2 mL polypropy-

lene tubes at <-70◦C until use. All serum was stored in 0.5 or 2 mL

polypropylene tubes at<-70◦C until use.

2.2 Biochemical reagents

Tris-Base was obtained from Fisher Scientific (cat#X171-07). Sodium

chloride (NaCl) was obtained from BDH (cat#BDH9286). Triton

X-100 (Tx-100) was obtained from EMD Millipore (cat#648466).

Heterophilic blocker 9 (HBR9) was obtained from Scantibod-

ies Laboratory, Inc. (cat#3KC564). Bovine serum albumin (BSA-

fraction V) was obtained from Millipore (cat#2930). Guanidine

hydrochloride (GuHCl) 8 M buffer was obtained from VWR Chem-

icals (cat#BDH7427-1). Sodium acetate (NaOAc) was obtained

from Sigma-Aldrich (cat#241245). Trifluoroacetic acid (TFA) was

obtained from Sigma-Aldrich (cat#T6508). C18 reverse phase col-

umn was obtained from Waters (cat#WAT020515). Recombinant

tau protein (full length aka rhTau441) was obtained from rPeptide

(cat#T-1101-1).

2.3 ELISA reagents

PT3 mAb (JRD/PT/3; epitope = aa210-220 of human tau, requiring

phosphorylation at aa217 and enhanced binding from additional phos-

phorylation at aa212),22 HT43 mAb (JRD/hTau/43; epitope = aa7–20

of human tau), and PT82 (JRD/PT/82; epitope = aa119–126 of human

tau) were obtained from Janssen. Because pT3 binding requires

phosphorylation at aa217, but is enhanced by concomitant phospho-

rylation at aa 212, the tau species recognized is termed “p217+tau.”

Calibrant peptides for use in the p217+tau assays were produced

by New England Peptides; their design is described in Triana-Balzer

et al.19 All Simoa homebrew reagents and HD-1 instrument were

obtained fromQuanterix. CSF p217+tau assay used Simoa homebrew

diluent for sample dilution and reagent prep. Plasma p217+tau assay

used custom sample diluent (Tris, NaCl, Tx100, 0.45 ug/mL HBR9, 2%

BSA). Innotest p181tau, Innotest Aβ42, and Innotest Aβ40 kits were

obtained from Fujirebio. For determining amyloid status from CSF an

Aβ42/40 ratio< 0.089=A+.

2.4 Plasma immunoprecipitation method

PT3 mAb was conjugated via NHS chemistry to magnetic beads

(Thermo Fisher, cat#88827), then washed 2x with TBS/Tween20, then

1xwith PBS/BSA (1%). Beads (50ul) were incubatedwith 0.5mL serum

for 1.5 hours, then washed 2x with TBS/Tween20 and 1x with water

before elution with 75 μl glycine. Eluate was neutralized with 1M Tris-

Base (12% by volume) then heated at 85◦C for 7 minutes to denature

any eluted PT3 mAb. After chilling, the samples were measured at 1:4

dilution in p217+tau assay.

2.5 Plasma tau extraction method

Plasma was mixed with 2.1% perchloric acid (1:4 dilution, hence 1 mL

plasma+3mLperchloric acid) and incubated for 30minuteswith rock-

ing at room temperature. Samples were centrifuged for 10 minutes at

30,000 x g and supernatants were run through C18 SepPak. The fil-

ters were washed with 1% TFA in water, and tau was then eluted with

1% TFA in 70% ethanol. The elutes were made to 30 mM NaCl and

taken to dryness in a vacuum concentrator (Explorer Savant, Thermo

Fisher). The dried fractions were re-suspended in plasma p217+tau

assay buffer andmeasured with p217+tau “short” assay.

2.6 Plasma heat denaturing method

Plasma was mixed 0.2 M NaOAc (at 1:3 dilution; hence 150ul plasma

+ 300 uL NaOAc) then heated at 95◦Cwith 400 rpmmixing for 5 min-

utes in a Thermomixer (Eppendorf), followed by chilling on wet ice for

10minutes. Samples were then centrifuged for 10minutes at 14,000 x

g. Supernatant was collected and neutralizedwith Tris Base (7%by vol-

ume) beforemeasurement at 1:2 dilution in plasma p217+tau assay.

2.7 Statistical analyses

All linear correlations were performed with Pearson’s model. All com-

parisons between groups were determined via unpaired paramet-

ric students t-test (Figures 5A,B) or receiver operating characteristic

(ROC) curve (Figures 9A,C,E and 10A,C,E). Ideal cutoff concentrations

for plasmap217+taupredicting amyloidor tau statusweredetermined

using Youden’s Index (specificity + sensitivity – 100) (Figures 9B,D,F

and 10B,D,F).

3 RESULTS

3.1 CSF p217+tau assay fails technical validation
in plasma, due to matrix interference and insufficient
sensitivity

The assay developed for measuring p217+tau in CSF21 was used to

measure signal in a panel of five AD and five HC plasma samples. Sam-

ples were measured at 1:4 and 1:16 dilution in crude plasma. At 1:4

dilution 6/10 samplesmeasured at or below lower limit of quantitation

(LLOQ; signal/noise > 2 and coefficient of variation [CV] < 20%); the

other four samples presented markedly higher signal (11-745x above

LLOQ). At 1:16 dilution all samples measured below LLOQ, this indi-

cating that the high signal at 1:4 dilution in the 4/10 subjects noted
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above was substantially non-linear and thus can be considered artifact

from the plasma matrix (Figure 1A,B). In comparison dilution from 1:4

to 1:128 of CSF yields dilution linear measurements.19

Plasma was also measured after acid/heat denaturing technique23

and compared to the 1:4 crude plasma signal. Tau in general, and CSF

p217+tau, are known to be heat stable,19,24 yet most interfering sub-

stances are not. As seen for total tau in d’Abramo et al.,23 the high

p217+tau signal in the4/10plasma sampleswas eliminatedafter dena-

turing, again indicating this signal is not true tau signal (Figure 1C).

Intriguingly, the 1:16 crude plasma data and the acid/heat denatured

plasma data indicated higher signal in AD versus HC, suggesting that

steps to eliminate matrix interference can reveal biomarker-relevant

p217+tau signal in plasma. However poor sensitivity precludes using

these techniques.

Immunoprecipitation (IP) of p217+tau signal on beads, elution

via acid/heat, and then measurement in Simoa CSF p217+tau assay

revealed signal above LLOQ in nearly all samples and again higher

signal in AD versus HC (Figure 1D). These results indicated that

purification and concentration of the plasma p217+tau signal could

yield a useful plasma p217+tau assay.

3.2 Three-step p217+tau assay abolishes artifact
signal in blood

To eliminate the laborious and imprecise manual IP step, the three-

step protocol in Simoa was used. The CSF p217+tau uses two-step

protocol (Step 1 = capture mAb agent, sample, and detection mAb

agent are mixed then washed, Step 2 = mAb-sample-mAb complex

and streptavidin-beta-galactosidase are mixed). The three-step proto-

col is similar but introduces a wash before incubating with the detec-

tion agent, thus in essence the first step is an IP. The incubation time

and sample volume input for this first step was also increased (original

method= 50 uL plasma, incubated with capture beads for 15 minutes;

final method= 172 uL plasma, incubated for 35minutes) to allowmax-

imal capture of signal. A panel of 96 CSF samples was first tested with

both the two-step and the three-step protocol, revealing high correla-

tion (r2 = 0.94, slope = 0.8) in the two measurements (Figure 2A). A

panel of 10 serum samples was measured with both the two-step and

three-step protocol, revealing that the three-stepmethod dramatically

reduced or even eliminated the high p217+tau signal seen in 6/10 sub-

jects with two-step method (Figure 2B). This again indicates that there

is negligible matrix interference in CSF, but substantial positive inter-

ference in blood products. The three-step method, with time and vol-

ume improvements, was thus selected as the blood-based p217+tau

assay.

3.3 Custom sample diluent further reduces
matrix interference

The composition of the sample diluent was evaluated to add further

stringency to themeasurement. The impact of buffer type (PBSvs. Tris),

NaCl concentration, and presence of heterophilic blocker (e.g., block-

ing human anti-mouse interactions) was measured in terms of impact

on artifact serum p217+tau signal and on number of beads detected at

the end of the ELISA method. Low number of beads is often indicative

of bead clumping and was confirmed here via white light image (data

not shown). A panel of three serumswasmeasured, alongside calibrant

peptide/diluent as negative control, with eight custom diluent recipes

and the Simoa homebrew diluent.

Use of the Simoa homebrew diluent yielded lower bead counts

in serums versus calibrant/diluent (1688–2921 vs. 5378). All eight

custom diluents improved the beads counts in serum, and sub-

stantially reduced artifact signal seen in two serums with Simoa

homebrew diluent (Figure 3). Particular improvement was seen

when using Tris buffer, lower NaCl concentration, and heterophilic

blocker, thus these were selected for the final sample diluent

composition.

3.4 p217+tau fragmentation in blood may be of
similar extent to that in CSF

CSF tau is known to be highly fragmented and the relative biomarker

significance of these unique fragments is not known.25,26 As such, the

CSF p217+tau assay was developed in two forms, based on choice of

detectionmAbPT82 (targetsmid-region) orHT43 (anti-N-terminus) to

study fragmentation patterns. Use of the former agent measures any

p217+tau containing at least the mid-region aa (119–220) and is thus

termed p217+tau “short.” Use of the latter agent measures p217tau

species extending further toward the N-terminus (aa 7-220), and is

thus termed p217+tau “long” (Figure 4A). The p217+tau “short” assay

should detect all the same tau molecules as p217+tau “long” and addi-

tional shorter forms as well.

Because blood contains many more proteases than CSF we won-

dered if plasma p217+tau might be more fragmented in the periphery.

To characterize the nature of the blood p217+tau signal, wemeasured

apanel of serum, plasma, orCSF samples from18ADsubjects using the

two forms of the p217+tau assay. The CSF revealed good correlation

between the two assays (r2 = 0.8247) and ~2x higher concentrations

with the p217+tau “short” assay (slope= 2.83). The serum and plasma

samples revealed similar pattern (r2 = 0.9541 and 0.8479; slope= 2.41

and 2.05 for serum and plasma, respectively), indicating there is not

greater fragmentation between the HT43 and PT82 epitopes (aa20–

119) in blood products (Figure 4B,D). Despite the p217+tau “short”

assay reporting higher concentrations the p217+tau “long” assay was

selected as the final plasma p217+tau assay due to its superior sensi-

tivity (due to lower background signal)

3.5 p217+tau is found at ~2x higher levels in
plasma versus serum

To evaluate if choice of blood product might impact the p217+tau

measurement a panel of 26 matching serum and plasma samples was
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F IGURE 3 Custom sample diluent reduces bead clumping and artifact signal. A panel of four samples (3 Alzheimer’s disease [AD] serum
samples and calibrant peptide) weremeasured in three-step p217+tau assay after 1:2 dilution in a panel of sample diluents. The diluents varied in
(a) base buffer, (b) salt concentration, and (c) presence of heterophilic blocker (HBR9). The diluent impact on (A) bead count and (B) signal was
measured, revealing that all custom buffers rescued the low bead count and outlier high signal seen with Simoa homebrew buffer in serum. The
ideal diluents were Tris based with HBR9 included. AEB= signal

F IGURE 4 p217+tau fragmentation in bloodmay be similar extent to that in cerebrospinal fluid (CSF). A, Schematic showing epitopes of the
Abs used in the p217+tau “short” (PT3xPT82) and p217+tau “long” (PT3xHT43) assays. A set of matching (B) CSF, (C) serum, and (D) plasma from
18 subjects withmild-to-moderate dementia wasmeasuredwith the p217+tau “short” and p217+tau “long” assays. In each sample type the
p217+tau “short” assay reported≈2x the concentration of the p217+tau “long” assay, indicating the fragmentation level between these epitopes
may be similar in these three sample types
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F IGURE 5 p217+tau found at≈2x higher levels in plasma versus serum. A set of matching (A) serum and (B) plasma from 10 healthy controls
and 16mild-to-moderate dementia subjects wasmeasured with the p217+tau assay. In each sample type significantly higher average
concentration was seen inmild-to-moderate dementia subjects versus healthy controls. However, the plasma samples reported ~2x the
concentration of the serum samples (C)

measured. Both assays revealed higher signal in subjects with mild-to-

moderate dementia (n = 16) versus healthy controls (n = 10). How-

ever, all the HCs measured < LLOQ in serum, and nearly all (9/10)

measured in linear range with plasma (Figures 5A,B). The plasma and

serum p217+tau concentration measures correlated well (r2 = 0.82);

however, the plasmameasurementswere on average ~1.9x higher than

those in serum (Figure 5C). Therefore, to further enhance the sensitiv-

ity of the blood p217+tau assay the matrix of choice was selected as

plasma.

3.6 Plasma p217+tau assay has good dynamic
range, sensitivity, dilution linearity, and
inter-/intra-run precision

To assess linear range a calibrant curve spanning 0.005 to 30 pg/mL

was measured over five runs. The curves aligned well and reported

increasing signal across the entire range, but occasionally saturated at

the top point, suggesting 0.005 to 10 pg/mL as the dynamic range for

the method (Figure 6A). To evaluate dilution linearity a panel of three

AD serums and one AD plasma was tested at 1:2, 1:3, 1:4, 1:5, and 1:6

dilution. Dilution-corrected concentrations were all within 20% of 1:3

dilution. As such, 1:2 dilution was selected as ideal, to aid in sensitiv-

ity (Figure 6B). To evaluate inter-run precision a panel of five quality

control (QC) samples was made and aliquoted: AD plasma pool, AD

serum pool, and three concentrations of calibrant peptide. The panel

wasmeasuredover five runs, revealinggood inter-runprecision (5-15%

CV; Figure 7A). To evaluate sensitivity and precision in a typical sam-

ple analysis a large cohort of plasma samples (n = 227 subjects aka

Validation cohort; 69%mild-to-moderate dementia subjects, 31% cog-

nitively normal subjects) was measured in quadruplicate. All samples

were detected (presented signal > limit of detection) and with accept-

able precision (< 25% CV, mean CV = 7.1%). In fact, 223/227 samples

(98.2%) presented with < 20% CV. To better establish a LLOQ a cutoff

of 37 fg/mL was set based on the point below which the plasma mea-

surements weremore likely to present> 20%CV; 94.7% of all samples

measured above this LLOQ (Figure 7B).

3.7 Plasma p217+tau concentration correlates
moderately with CSF p217+tau in amyloid-positive
subjects

To compare peripheral (plasma) versus central (CSF) p217+tau mea-

surements a set of matching CSF and plasma samples from a pilot

cohort of AD subjects (n=16) was measured, revealing modest pos-

itive correlation (r2 = 0.43). Plasma p217+tau concentrations were

1.95 +/– 0.23% (mean+/– standard error of the mean [SEM]) of CSF
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F IGURE 6 Plasma 217+tau assay has wide dynamic range and good dilution linearity. A, A 12-point calibrant curve was run on the plasma
p217+tau assay on five separate days, revealing consistent signal with a wide dynamic range (5–30,000 fg/mL). B, A panel of Alzheimer’s disease
(AD) serum and plasma samples (n= 4) weremeasured in the plasma p217+tau assay at dilutions of 1:2, 1:3, 1:4, 1:5, and 1:6. Dilution corrected
concentrations were compared to 1:3 dilution, revealing all dilutions tested were within 20% of each other

F IGURE 7 Plasma p217+tau assay reveals good sensitivity and precision. A, A panel of five quality control (QC) samples (1 Alzheimer’s disease
[AD] plasma pool, 1 AD serum pool, and 3 calibrant-spiked buffers) weremeasured on the plasma p217+tau assay on five separate days, revealing
good inter-test precision (5%–15% coefficient of variation (CV)). B, Plasma samples from a validation cohort of 227 subjects (157
mild-to-moderate dementia and 70 cognitively normal) weremeasuredwith the plasma p217+tau assay, revealing average intra-test precision of
7.1%CV 98.2% of samples measuredwith< 20%CV)

p217+tau concentrations (Figure 8A). Next, CSF p217+tau from the

validation cohort described in Figure 7B was measured, confirming

the prior result (r2 = 0.35; plasma p217+tau concentrations = 1.87

+/– 0.11% (mean+/– SEM) of CSF p217+tau concentrations; Figure

8B). Separating the validation cohort by amyloid status (CSF Aβ42/40
ratio < 0.089 = A+) revealed the positive correlation was driven by

the amyloid-positive subjects (r2 = 0.27 vs. 0.01 for A+ vs. A– subjects,

respectively) and plasma:CSF p217+tau ratio was slightly, but signifi-

cantly, lower in the am yloid-positive cohort (1.63 +/– 0.08% vs. 2.73

+/– 0.39% [mean+/– SEM] for A+ versus A– subjects, P< .0001 using

unpaired t-test; Figure 8C,D).

3.8 Plasma p217+tau assay predicts CSF tau
status with high accuracy

To evaluate the utility of the plasma p217+tau assay to predict cen-

tral tau status we used CSF p181tau as the standard of truth. In the

ATN framework Innotest p181tau can be used as the T assay, with

p181tau concentration of ≥52 pg/mL = T positive as cutoff.27,28 To

establish a CSF p217+tau cutoff, CSF from a cohort of 286 samples

(89% A+/mild-to-moderate dementia patients) was measured with

p181tau and p217+tau assays, determining that Innotest p181tau of

52 pg/ml= Janssen p217+tau “long” of 11.4 pg/mL (Figure S1).
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F IGURE 8 Plasma p217+tau correlates moderately with cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) p217+tau. A, Matching CSF and plasma from a pilot cohort
of 16 amyloid-positive subjects with dementia weremeasured with the respective p217+tau assays, revealing amoderate positive correlation
(r2 = 0.43). B, Matching CSF and plasma from the validation cohort (n= 227 subjects; 69%mild-to-moderate dementia, 31% cognitively normal)
wasmeasured with the respective p217+tau assays, confirming themoderate positive correlation (r2 = 0.35). The validation cohort data was
separated into subjects that were amyloid (C) positive (n= 160) or (D) negative (n= 50), revealing that the CSF:plasma correlation was only seen in
amyloid-positive subjects (r2 = 0.27 versus 0.01 for A+ vs. A– subjects). CSF amyloid data was not available for the remaining 17 subjects in the
validation cohort so are not present in panels C or D

Using CSF p217+tau 11.4 pg/mL as standard of truth cutoff for tau

positivity in the validation cohort (Figure 8B) the plasma p217+tau

data predicted CSF T status with high accuracy (area under the curve

[AUC]= 0.9469; Figure 9A). A Youden index analysis of the ROC curve

resulted inoptimal plasmap217+tau cutoff point of124.6 fg/mL,which

yielded good performance (sensitivity= 96.43%; specificity= 79.13%;

positive predictive value [PPV] = 81.81%; negative predictive value

[NPV] 95.79%) and very low false+/– rates [10%and2%, respectively];

Figure 9B). Separating the cohort into cognitively normal (n = 70) ver-

sus mild-to-moderate dementia (n = 157) subjects revealed similar

predictive power in each subset (CN: AUC = 0.9046, cutoff = 100.9

fg/mL; sensitivity = 80%; specificity = 89.23%; PPV = 36.36%;

NPV = 98.31%; false +/– rates = 10% and 1%, respectively; Demen-

tia: AUC = 0.9254, cutoff = 148.6 fg/mL; sensitivity = 93.46%; speci-

ficity = 72%; PPV = 87.72%; NPV 83.72%; false +/– rates = 9% and

4%, respectively; Figures 9C-F).

3.9 Plasma p217+tau assay predicts CSF amyloid
status with high accuracy

Because p217tau is reported to be very closely correlated to amyloid

levels,14–17 we sought to alsodeterminewhether theplasmap217+tau

assay could predict A status. In the ATN framework CSF Aβ42/40 ratio

has been reported as one of the best non-PET indicators of amyloid

status.29–31

Using Aβ42/40 ratio cutoff of ≤0.089 = A+ as standard of truth

(internal data) in the validation cohort the plasma p217+tau data

predicted CSF A status with high accuracy (AUC = 0.8964; Figure

10A). A Youden index analysis of the ROC curve resulted in optimal

plasma p217+tau cutoff point of 103.9 fg/mL, which yielded good per-

formance (sensitivity = 76.88%; specificity = 96%; PPV = 98.40%;

NPV 56.47%) and very low false +/– rates (1% and 18%, respec-

tively; Figure 10B). Separating the cohort into cognitively normal

(n=70) versusmild-to-moderate dementia (n=140) subjects revealed

improvement in the predictive accuracy in the dementia cohort (CN:

AUC = 0.6554, cutoff = 77.4 fg/mL; sensitivity = 55.26%; speci-

ficity = 78.13%; PPV = 75.00%; NPV 59.53%; false +/– rates = 10%

and 24%, respectively; Dementia: AUC= 0.9832, cutoff= 112.6 fg/mL;

sensitivity = 92.62%; specificity = 100%; PPV = 100%; NPV 66.67%;

false+/– rates= 0% and 6%, respectively; Figures 10C-F).

3.10 Plasma:CSF p217+tau correlation is not
improved by biochemical purification

To better understand why the CSF:plasma p217+tau correlation is

only moderate (r2= 0.35, Figure 8B) we again measured a cohort of
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F IGURE 9 Plasma p217+tau predicts central tau positivity with high accuracy. A, Using a cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) p217+tau cutoff of 11.4
pg/mL for central tau positivity (based on equivalency to Innotest p181 cutoff of 52 pg/mL; Figure S1) the data in Figure 5Bwas analyzed by
receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve, revealing that the plasma p217+tau data predicted central tau status with high accuracy (area
under the curve (AUC)= 0.9419). B, Youden index analysis of the ROC curve resulted in optimal plasma p217+tau cutoff point of124.6 fg/mL. This
cutoff achieved low false positive (10%) and false negative (2%) rates for predicting CSF p217+tau status. The AUC and false positive/negative
rates were similar when focusing on subjects with dementia (n= 157) (E,F) versus cognitively normal subjects (n= 70) (C,D)

matching CSF and plasma samples (n = 36), but included a set of the

plasmas that had tau chemically extracted and a set of the plasmas that

had most non-tau analytes denatured by heat. If the correlation from

crude plasma is based on matrix interference it would be likely that at

least one of these biochemical purification techniques might improve

the linear correlation coefficient. Instead, the plasma p217+tau to CSF

p217+tau correlations were very similar among these three different

plasmameasurements (r2 = 0.6418, 0.6748, 0.5484 formeasurements

from crude plasma, extracted plasma, and denatured plasma respec-

tively; Figure S2 in supporting information).

4 DISCUSSION

AD is a devastating condition that has eluded therapeutic intervention

attempts formanydecades, and is predicted togrow inprevalence.One

of thewidely held explanations for the numerous clinical trial failures is

that earlier intervention in the disease, ideally far before when clinical

symptoms present, is needed. However, objectively identifying these

subjects is quite difficult. PET imaging and CSF measures of amyloid

and tau have recently yielded assays and cutpoints for this identifica-

tion, but the process is expensive and invasive, and thereby is not effi-

cient for routine trial enrollment. Peripheral measures of amyloid and

tau are thus needed to enable early interception of this disease.

CSF p-tau is believed to be one of the best fluid-based stagingmark-

ers of AD,8–13 and in particular p217tau has emerged as one of the

most AD-specific and -enriched species.14–17 Indeed, measurement of

CSF p217tau by MSD or Simoa methods is sufficiently sensitive to

detect the analyte even in healthy controls, and revealed good corre-

lation with tau PET, amyloid PET, and brain volume.18–20 Translation

of these assays to blood has not been straightforward however, due to

even lower levels of p217tau in the periphery and added matrix inter-

ference in blood products. Indeed, early efforts at measuring tau in

blood indicated substantial artifact signal and lackof clinical utility.23,32
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F IGURE 10 Plasma p217+tau predicts central amyloid positivity with high accuracy. A, Using a cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) amyloid beta
(Aβ)42/40 ratio cutoff of 0.089 for central amyloid positivity the data in the Validation cohort (n= 210) was analyzed by receiver operating
characteristic (ROC) curve,revealing that the plasma p217+tau data predicted central amyloid status with high accuracy (area under the curve
(AUC)= 0.8964). B, Youden index analysis of the ROC curve resulted inoptimal plasma p217+tau cutoff point of 103.9 fg/mL affording the best
balance of sensitivity and specificity. This cutoff achieved low false positive (1%) and false negative (18%) rates for predicting CSF amyloid status.
The AUC and false positive/negative rates were improved further by focusing on subjects with dementia (n= 140) (E,F) versus cognitively normal
subjects (n= 70)(C,D)

Here we describe a highly sensitive, quantitative, robust, and scal-

able method for measuring p217+tau in human plasma. The method

has a dynamic range of 2 to 10,000 fg/mL and reports all plasma

samples (including healthy controls) in this linear range. The method

has good inter- and intra-test precision (< 20%) and dilution lin-

earity in the range of quantifiable signal (2–6x). The assay uses the

Simoa HD-1/X platform, which has become widely adopted at aca-

demic labs and contract researchorganizations globally and is thus eas-

ily transferred to other sites and fully automated tominimize labor and

imprecision.

The assay relies on the high affinity and specificity of the PT3 mAb,

which recognizes tau phosphorylated at threonine residues 212 and

217.22 Phosphorylation of amino acid 217 is the minimally required

epitope, yet phosphorylation of amino acid 212 enhances binding,

and thus the recognition is termed “p217+tau.” As described for the

CSF p217+tau assay, measurement of species containing both p212

and p217 may yield additional diagnostic relevance than measure-

ment of just one of these residues.19 Indeed, while liquid chromatog-

raphy/mass spectrometry (LC/MS) studies of paired helical filament

(PHF) tau revealed monophosphorylated peptides containing pT217

alone, pT212 was only found in peptides that also contained phos-

phorylation of S214 or T217.14 Multiphosphorylated tau has been

hypothesized to be more pathological, and indeed pT212/pS214 dual

phosphorylated tau is the epitope of the “AD-specific” AT100 mAb.33

As such it is possible that recognition of the dual epitope pT212/pT217

may afford even greater AD-specificity than pT217 alone.
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Two assays for measuring p217+tau were developed, differing only

in their detection antibody, to study potential differences in the diag-

nostic potential of p217+tau fragments of varying lengths. Because

both assays (p217+tau “short” and p217+tau “long”) reveal nearly

identical performance and diagnostic potential, the core reagent PT3

appears to be the key element to the assay power.While the p217+tau

“short” (PT3xPT82) assay recognizes more tau fragments than the

p217+tau “long” (PT3xHT43) assay the latter is more sensitive and so

is the recommended format for the plasma p217+tau assay.

Several reports have shown that CSF tau is highly fragmented,

mostly via loss of the C-terminus. Predominantly observed species

are comprised of N-terminal, mid-region, and select microtubule bind-

ing region (MTBR) epitopes, and additional major cleavage sites are

likely in the region from aa 70-120 and at ~aa 224.15,26,34,35,36 Frac-

tionation of CSF prior to assay has shown that CSF p217+tau is

also entirely of fragmented nature, lacking C-terminus and poten-

tially also cleaved between aa7-119.19 Here we show, by comparing

the p217+tau “short” and p217+tau “long” assay results, that plasma

p217+tau may present a similar level of fragmentation in the aa 7-

119 region as in CSF. This finding matches more detailed evaluation of

plasma tau using mass spectrometry.37 This is relevant because there

is more protease activity in blood than in CSF, and thus understanding

the nature of the signal in blood may be relevant for optimal accuracy

and diagnostic potential.

The development of the new plasma p217+tau assay revealed sev-

eral findings. First, the levels of p217+tau in plasma are ~50x lower

than in CSF, and as such additional sensitivity is required. This was

achieved by increasing the sample input and incubation time with the

capture agent, as well as adding a wash step before introducing the

detection agent. The benefit of the added wash step on sensitivity was

not obvious, and additionally suggested that there may be negative

interference from plasma or serummatrix components on the recogni-

tion of tau by the detection agents. Indeed, adding the wash step also

dramatically reduced positive matrix interference, presented as arti-

fact high signal in ~20% of samples. This finding may explain why prior

plasma tau assay literature often reported lack of significant correla-

tion with CSF or clinical utility.32 To further reduce thematrix interfer-

ence the sample diluent compositionwas explored extensively, settling

on a buffer containing a relatively high level of heterophilic blocker (to

inhibit human anti-mouse artifact), stringent detergent (TritonX-100

instead of routinely used Tween-20 in immuno-assays), and blocking

agent (2% BSA).

Unexpectedly it was identified that the p217+tau assay reports

~2x higher concentration in ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA)

plasma versus serum. This finding may reflect proteolysis occurring

during the clottingprocessbut shouldbe studied in futureexperiments.

Comparison to lithium, heparin, and anticoagulant citrate dextrose

plasma should be evaluated aswell. Therefore, currently the suggested

sample type for the peripheral p217+tau assay is K2 EDTA plasma.

Clinical relevance of the plasma p217+tau assay for determining

central tau positivity was shown via comparison to CSF p217+tau and

p181tau. The latter assay is widely used as a marker of tau pathol-

ogy in the ATN framework, and comparison to a cutoff of 52 pg/mL

p181tau (Innotest) revealed that the plasma p217+tau data could

predict central T status with very high accuracy (AUC = 0.9419), in

line with a recent report on an MSD-based p217tau assay.38,39 The

predictive power was similar in subjects with normal cognition or

mild-to-moderate dementia. In addition, the plasma p217+tau assay

predicted central amyloid positivity, as determined by CSF Aβ42/40
ratio, with very high accuracy (AUC=0.8964), in linewith prior reports

withMSDor LC/MSmethods.37,38 As such the Simoaplasmap217+tau

assay described here could be used as a prescreening tool for AD trial

enrollment that requires amyloid or tau positivity; indeed, the plasma

p217+tau had very low false positive and negative rates (10% and 2%,

respectively, for T positivity; 1% and 18%, respectively for A positivity).

Additional study is recommended to confirm these findings and deter-

mine ideal cutoffs in various patient populations (e.g., asymptomatic

vs. prodromal), particularly via comparison to PET imaging. However,

at this point the data presented here and with theMSD p217tau assay

indicate that measurement with either of these assays can be an amy-

loid and tau screening tool, to be confirmedwith CSF or PETmeasures.

In addition to predicting CSF T status in a binary fashion, the plasma

p217+tau shows moderate linear correlation with CSF p217+tau

(r2 = 0.35). Interestingly this correlation is only seen in amyloid-

positive subjects, in line with the highly AD-specific nature of the p217

epitope in CSF.15,16,19 While CSF p217+tau has been shown to corre-

latewell with amyloid and tau status, it is unknownwhether its concen-

trations are driven by amyloid or tau pathology. Lack of concordance

betweenCSFandplasmap217+tau in amyloid-negative subjectsmight

reflect lack of pathological regulation of its expression in these subjects

or could simply be due to the lack of assay performance in these low-

est concentration plasma samples. Further study is needed to delineate

which pathology is responsible for the plasma p217+tau levels.

If indeed peripheral p217+tau is of central nervous system (CNS)

origin it would be important to understand its transport is passive (e.g.,

diffusion) or active (e.g., via molecular transporters), and if this trans-

port is impacted across the AD spectrum. As the blood brain barrier

(BBB) is thought tobe compromised in someADcases,40–43 wehypoth-

esized that the plasma p217+tau/CSF p217+tau ratio would be higher

in amyloid-positive versus -negative subjects. Unexpectedly, the oppo-

site was seen (2.73% vs. 1.62% plasma/CSF p217+tau ratio in amyloid-

negative vs. -positive subjects). This could be due to plasma p217+tau

modifications in AD (e.g., aggregates, fragmentation, dephosphoryla-

tion, etc.). Further study to confirm this finding is warranted given the

small sample size here, and the extreme sensitivity requirements for

accurate quantification of plasma p217+tau in amyloid-negative sub-

jects. If the result is confirmed, the mechanism for this ratio shift could

be relevant to understanding the limitations of relying on plasma for

p217+taumeasurement.

The lack of stronger correlation between plasma andCSF p217+tau

could be due to inaccuracy of one of these measures (likely plasma,

due to the greater challenges in its detection) or that the peripheral

p217+tau is not entirely of CNS origin or nature (e.g., additional frag-

mentation, instability, etc.). To evaluate the former possibility, we puri-

fied the p217+tau from plasma using chemical extraction or selec-

tive denaturing of most non-tau components. Comparison to CSF

p217+tau with these sample types revealed no improvement of the

correlation coefficient after either biochemical purification technique.
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This suggests that the lack of tighter correlation between the CSF and

plasma p217+tau measurements may not be due to matrix interfer-

ence in the latter. It is possible that peripheral p-tau is not entirely of

CNSorigin, or is furthermodified in the periphery. Further study on the

nature of peripheral p-tau is warranted.

To our knowledge the plasma p217+tau assay on Simoa HD-X plat-

form presented here is one of only two reported immuno-assays tar-

geting this epitope in plasma, the other being the MSD p217tau assay

first reported in 2020.38,39 Adirect comparison of these twoassays has

not been performed on the same sample set, yet some predictions can

be made based on the data in these two papers. (1) The MSD assay

targets p217 selectively, while the Simoa assay presented here tar-

gets p217 and surrounding phosphorylation events, which could yield

a more pathologically relevant readout (see above). Indeed, the strat-

egy used in developing the p217+tau assay differs from the LC/MS and

other immunoassays in that the core reagent (PT3) was raised against

pathological tau (PHF), which circumvents depending on an a priori

hypothesis of which tau modifications are most relevant. (2) The MSD

assay may not be as sensitive as the Simoa assay, indeed in Palmqvist

et al38 25% of HC subjects and 7% of AD subjects had MSD p217tau

plasma measurements below limit of detection, while here we show

that all HC and AD subjects had Simoa p217+tau plasma measure-

ments in linear range. (3) TheMSDp217tauassayhasbeenmoreexten-

sively tested, however, and requires a smaller sample volume. (4) The

Simoa p217+tau assay is fully automated, meaning less lab time and

less opportunity for imprecision; however, maximum sample through-

put (133 samples per runwhenmeasured in duplicate) is less thanwith

manual assays or other platforms.

Importantly, the clinical sample findings here are largely in line with

that reported with the MSD p217tau assay.38,39 For example: plasma

p217tau correlates moderately with CSF (r2 = 0.27 here with A+ sub-

jects, and r2 = 0.39 in Palmqvist et al38 with A+ subjects), leading

to high accuracy in predicting central tau status. Second, this correla-

tion is only seen in amyloid-positive subjects. Third, plasma p217tau

is present at ~1% to 2% the levels of CSF p217tau. Finally, plasma

p217tau is significantly elevated in AD versus HC, suggesting ability to

predict central amyloid status as well. The concordance of our findings

with those with the alternate p217tau assay confirms the relevance of

this blood-based biomarker for AD. Additional study of both assays is

recommended, ideally in large sample cohorts tested with both assays.

The full diagnostic and staging potential of the plasma p217+tau

assay described here is still unknown. Whether p217+tau is AD-

specific or found in other tauopathies should be evaluated further;

however, data from the MSD p217tau assay suggests the signal is

especially enriched in amyloid-positive subjects, even when looking in

subjects with dementia. Indeed, in CSF other tau assays (e.g., t-tau,

p181tau) do not showelevated signal in several non-AD tauopathies.44

We show here that p217+tau is substantially higher in AD versus

HC, and thus might be useful as a diagnostic tool. Studies of plasma

p217 with MSD assay, or CSF p217+tau by LC/MS or immuno-assay

suggests that this marker may be useful for staging or predicting cog-

nitive decline as well. Evaluation of plasma p217+tau concentration

dynamics across the full spectrum of healthy controls to demented AD

subjects (or with long-term longitudinal sampling) is needed. Compari-

son of plasma p217+tau concentrations to brain tau and amyloid bur-

den as measured by PET and cognitive scores would allow correlation

of this peripheralmeasurement to central tau levels and cognitive func-

tion. Indeed, plasma p217tau, asmeasured byMSDp217tau or LC/MS,

has been shown recently to correlate well with tau PET and amyloid

PET, and to predict A and T status with superior accuracy to any other

blood-based measurements.38,39,37 In summary, the measurement of

plasma p217+tau appears to be a highly AD-specific, accurate, sensi-

tive, andprecisemethod for determining central amyloid and tau status

in a non-invasivemanner. Additional characterization and validation of

themethod is underway, leading to its inclusion in the standardADclin-

ical trial toolkit in the near future.
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